Felix Schulte <schulte.felix@gmail.com>

delivery dates
hol <holly@fastcraft.co.nz>
To: Felix Schulte <schulte@studdex.com>

Sat, Dec 12, 2009 at 2:44 AM

Hi Felix
Great you got your boat ok. Freds boat is started, the next 2 are right behind then the forth has a couple of
boats in between. We are working right though Christmas to get all the late boats out, I'm hoping most of
the German boats would have left the factory during Dec. I've sent though an Invoice for the final payment
on all 4 boats. As Christmas is our summer holidays most factorys shut down for a month so will need to
get payment asap to make sure we have everything to get these boats finished over the break. Also I will
need Thomas, Roland and Ralfs delivery address and a contact ph number for each and preferred airport if
there is a choice. And lastly can you confirm who has a phat boy mast/s?
Thanks
Holly
----- Original Message ----From: Felix Schulte
To: hol
Sent: Saturday, December 12, 2009 3:40 AM
Subject: delivery dates
Hi Holly,
my customers are calling me three times a week now to demand about their delivery.
Previously I have forwarded them the email from you saying that their boats will arrive in December.
Please, I need some new information so I can tell them something. One of the guys has already posted
that he is upset in the german forum. The last thing I need is unsatisfied customers.
So how is it going at your end and when will you able to ship each boat???
best
Felix
PS.: picked up my boat yesterday but won't unpack it till january as we are having a snow storm this
weekend and then I am leaving for my parents for christmas and then I am skying. So no sailing for the
next 4 weeks
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